
LEEDS KEEP OUR NHS PUBLIC’   MEETING 23.5.18
Present : D , A, H, M , J ( chair) , G, C, T, A, M , Frank, C, G 
Apologies: D , N, S

Issue Discussion/Update Action 

Discussion re 
funding the 
NHS 
 Answers 
needed as Govt. 
expected  to 
throw some 
money to the 
NHS this year.

MG presented the core ideas of Modern Monetary  Theory which highlights 
that the Govt. is not dependent on getting taxes in to spend on the NHS. The 
national economy  doesn’t work like a household budget. Also core to MMT 
is the notion of guaranteed jobs for all. 
Others noted that  spending on health creates wealth ( J suggested the 
fiscal multiplier in health is about 4x, ie every £1 spent makes £4.  
Increasing National Insurance has been thoroughly discounted as a 
regressive tax that takes most off the lower paid. 
Hypothecated tax just for the NHS :  argued why this isn’t the answer 
either: -  not stable as  incomes can vary year on year, wrongly suggests 
NHS is standalone, conceals fact that there is money to pay for the NHS , 
it’s just in the wrong hands, can shift blame  undermine solidarity.  
Rise in Income Tax ( favoured by 38 Degrees) : Clare said that some 
people who are working might feel they are more entitled to health care than 
others as they might consider that they  have paid for it.
Raising Income tax:  A said this not the right way to go. The Govt. should 
be taxing wealth not income and spending the  money it does have for health 
not nuclear weapons etc. 
J said we should highlight how much money  would be saved by getting rid 
of the market in the NHS, renegotiating / getting rid of PFI and making 
companies pay true taxes owed.  We should also beware of arguments that 
put blame on older people, people and people considered “ overweight”, use 
drugs etc   Evidence points to high usage of NHS in years close to death 
regardless of age and arguments re the burden of older people  ignores the 
contribution older people make to the NHS as carers and volunteers. 
Clare noted that increased reliance on charity funding masks costs and 
creates problems  as charities buy equipment but don’t provide the longer 
term funding needed for maintenance etc. 

To better understand 
MMT which seems rather 
baffling / counter intuitive 
M  suggested some reading 
and U tube videos 
( see below) 

Plans for 
outsourcing 
Facilities and 
Estates 

There  has been a meeting between the TUs, HR and Strategy & 
Planning at LTHT 
The Trust has asked the Sec of State for the green light for setting up a WOS 
but it is understood that they have had no response to date. They are 
concerned that they could be “losing “ £2m per month not going ahead with 
the WOS. They expect to gain by business generation but only something 
like £10m compared with an estimated £25 in tax savings and the evidence 
for projected business gains is unclear.   They  say they have are actively 
exploring other WOS models, some of which eg in the Humber involve 
transferring the assets into a WOS but very few staff .  It is seeming less 
likely that they will be in a position to bring a proposal to the next Board 
meeting on 31st May . There could be delays all along the line.  
J and G , with help from G gave out Leeds KONP fliers  at LGI & St. 
James early morning and lunchtimes over last 10 days  urging all staff to 
oppose the outsourcing .   
J has submitted an FOI asking for the business case and other info.  
 

Unite and Unison are 
proposing/ pursuing ballots 
but no timescales given 
yet.

G will keep checking for 
the agenda for the next 
LTHT Board mtg on 
Thursday 31st. No details 
on the website yet . 

J will let us know of any 
response to his FOI

G will circulate our  WOS 
flier with the mins  

1st  full Leeds 
CCG mtg today 
& trying to 
expose what’s 
happening to the 
NHS on the 
ground

G attended. Noted the financial gap for the West Yorks and Harrogate STP 
is just over £1bn per year and the do ( change) nothing gap for leeds is 
£34m. Chair clear that peer and national resources likely to  morph rapidly 
into the STP which wil become an Integrated Care Partnership (  new name 
for an Accountable Care System)  G raised concern not just re what’s 
happening but  the huge democratic deficit:  as changes are  happening to 
OUR NHS  without public knowledge and agreement. 

We are giving out leaflets 
contrasting “The reality for 
many” with “The spin from 
local health officials” in 
areas of Leeds. Stall in 
Pudsey last Sat went well. 
Next stall: Sat. 2nd June 
11am Meanwood  ( nr. 
Waitrose )



NHS birthday 

resources and 
activities 

National NHS 
70th birthday 
demo 30th June 
in London 

Leeds activities 
Thursday July 
5th

York Minster 
6pm on July 5th 

D  and G met as planned and agreed draft sticker design.which is essentially 
the NHS is 7) in a heart logo which  HCT has adopted with 
Stop cuts, closures and privatisation: Keep our NHS public” in a band round 
the edge   J has volunteered to take on responsibility for some national 
merchandising in his role as Sec  and has organised for the draft to be 
worked up  by someone doing design for KONP nationally  with a view to 
having it printed as a national resource. 
G and D  proposing that we have 8-10 , 2 m x75cm vinyl banners digi 
printed to hang on railings outside the hospitals and in localities before the 
birthday. ( est total cost less than £200) These would use the NHS is 70 in a 
heart , celebratory logo  but carry quite a strong protest message:   maybe 
Don’t stand by and Let it Die”. Stop Cuts and Closures, End privatization 
with the KONP logo.  
M  suggested we have some banners with different messages particularly 
outside the hospitals, which we thought was an excellent idea 
Also agreed it would be good to have another postcard which  advertises 
the national demo, Leeds and York events, contact details etc. 
  
Assembles at 12 noon at Portland Place, W1A off Oxford St near Oxford 
Circus tube station 

We will be outside LGI  Jubilee Wing ( A&E) 7.30 – 9ish in the   morning 
and at St James main entrance 12 – 1.30pm with banners, flags, cards , 
placards , music and at least a few vintage costumes. Mid afternoon we wil 
make a quick but noticeable  appearance in the city centre  then –

take a train to York Minster for 6/6.30 to join in with York’s counter 
celebration cum protest . ouside NHS Englan’s official thanks yo event for 
the NHS inside . York are planning street theatre and we need to drum up a 
choir! 

J pursing stickers as a 
national KONP product 

Please spread the word re 
the demo in London on 
Sat . 30th – We are very 
optimistic that Leeds TUC 
will take on booking 
coaches but final decision 
not due until 31.5 after 
which we will circulate a 
number for booking asap. 

Thursday July 5th Please 
save the date if you can.! 
We need as many people as 
possible available in Leeds 
daytime on 5th July to 
provide a good presence at 
LGI & St. James in 
particular. If you are N/A 
in the day,  join us outside 
York Minster 6ish. 

KONP AGM/
Conference

SHA mtgs 

KONP’s  AGM and Conference is on Sat 16th June 10-4 at the Unite 
offices 33-37 Moreland St, London, EC1V 8BB  between Goswell Rd and 
City Rd (Angel tube, Northern Line)  The business is over by 11.45 and the 
Conference  focuses on European health systems and campaigns as well as 
what KONP should be doing next.   

The Socialist Health Federation have 2 meetings planned in Yorkshire. 
Tuesday 26th June on “What kind of NHS do we want ?” 7pm in Sheffield 
at the Quaker Meeting House  and 
Sat 14th July 1-4 in St. George’s Centre, Leeds  with MP Alex Sobel

REGISTER HERE

Open to all KONP 
members

Suggested Reading / viewing  material from MG on Modern Monetary Theory : 

 Warren Mosler's book ‘The 7 Deadly Innocent Frauds of Economic Policy’  free online. Short and easy to read, 
you can find it here https://moslereconomics.com/wp-content/powerpoints/7DIF.pdf
 Bill Mitchell’s August 2015 talk on MMT to the London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine can be 
watched here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4OVAROe3gW4 and 
 Neil Wilson on the MMT concept of the Job Guarantee here : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YimkVjbdIfc

Both M  and J recommended Yanis Varoufakis’  book 'Talking to my Daughter About the Economy;  a brief history of 
capitalism'  

THE NEXT MEETINGS OF LEEDS KONP will be on Wed. 13th June & Wed 29th June 
6.30-8pm  in the side room of the  Victoria Hotel,  Great George St.  immediately behind the Town Hall. 

https://keepournhspublic.us3.list-manage.com/track/click?u=053f4c95aa70981fdfccd7707&id=c097923cb0&e=b78418c8be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YimkVjbdIfc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4OVAROe3gW4
https://moslereconomics.com/wp-content/powerpoints/7DIF.pdf
http://moslereconomics.com/wp-content/powerpoints/7DIF.pdf



